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Abstract

The effects of selective attention on the neural response to the violation of musical syntax were investigated in the present study. Musical

chord progressions were played to nonmusicians while Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) were recorded. The five-chord progressions included

61% harmonically expected cadences (I– I6–IV–V–I), 26% harmonically unexpected cadences (I–I6–IV–V–N6), and 13% with one of the

five chords having an intensity fadeout across its duration. During the attended condition, subjects responded by pressing a button upon

detecting a fadeout in volume; during the unattended condition, subjects were given reading comprehension materials and instructed to ignore

all auditory stimuli. In response to the harmonic deviant, an Early Anterior Negativity (EAN) was observed at 150–300 ms in both attention

conditions, but it was much larger in amplitude in the attended condition. A second scalp-negative deflection was also identified at 380–600

ms following the harmonic deviants; this Late Negativity onset earlier during the attended condition. These results suggest strong effects of

attention on the neural processing of harmonic syntax.
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1. Introduction

Music we encounter every day is composed according to

rules of tonality and harmony. Following repeated cultural

exposure, the human brain is thought to implicitly form

expectations in accordance with traditional musical styles

[13,14,26]. In recent years cognitive neuroscience research-

ers have explored the neural underpinnings of musical

expectation, especially through the use of event-related

potentials (ERPs) [1,7–12].
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1.1. Music theory and harmonic expectation

The theoretical musical context of these studies relates

to a rich set of rules and principles of harmonic music

theory. Traditional Western music is generally composed

of sequentially and simultaneously occurring pitches

organized around a major or minor key, where the key

typically serves as the reference and endpoint of a

musical piece. Sequentially presented pitches form the

melody in music, whereas simultaneously presented

pitches give rise to harmony. A chord is comprised of

three or more simultaneously occurring pitches, and the

root of a chord is the reference pitch within the chord.

Chord progressions, or series of chords, illustrate the

basic grammatical structures upon which musical harmony
25 (2005) 678 – 687
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is built. A prototypical chord progression begins and ends

with a tonic chord, which has a root that is the same

pitch as the name of the key—for instance, for a piece in

the key of C major, the tonic chord has a root of C and is

comprised of the pitches C, E, and G. The tonic chord of

a progression is notated with the Roman numeral ‘‘I’’.

The penultimate chord of the prototypical progression is

the dominant chord, which has a root that is five

increments away from tonic and is thus notated ‘‘V’’.

Immediately preceding the dominant is usually the

predominant, which can be one of several chords,

typically a chord with its root four increments away

from the root of the tonic (notated ‘‘IV’’). Between the

first tonic and the predominant, composers usually insert

other chords to prolong the sense of the initial tonic. One

chord frequently used here is a special case of the tonic

chord—the tonic in first inversion (‘‘I6’’), which is a tonic

chord with a different configuration of pitches from the

typical tonic chord. The five-chord progression of tonic–

tonic in first inversion–predominant–dominant– tonic

(i.e., I–I6–IV–V–I) provides a phrase structure that

tends to be a prototypical basis of harmonic syntax in

Western music (e.g., [24]).

As the above phrase structure has become an accepted

norm in music theory over the centuries, vast numbers of

musical phrases have been composed according to this

underlying structural rule. The chord progression I–I6–IV–

V–I thus reflects a structural rule which can be viewed as an

instance of syntax in musical grammar [1]. Following

repeated exposure to traditional Western music, most

individuals have come to expect the prototypical musical

(or harmonic) syntax, and listening to a musical phrase that

deviates from this syntactical rule leads to a violation of

expectations. These expectations and their violations have

been studied from theoretical and empirical perspectives

[2,7,17] and have been implicated as the source of emotion

and meaning in music [17].

In addition to the usual chords, composers occasionally

substitute other chords, such as the Neapolitan sixth, in

the predominant position. The Neapolitan sixth (N6)

chord is a major chord where the root pitch is one half

of an increment above the tonic pitch [24]; it is derived

from the minor scale and is typically used in the first

inversion in place of predominant chords, especially in

minor keys [24]. Thus, in the key of C, it would be a

combination of the pitches F, A-flat, and D-flat (half

increment from C). The N6 chord is conventionally

placed in the predominant position; when it is placed in

a different position, such as in place of the final tonic,

the typical or expected musical syntax is violated. The N6

chord is not dissonant by itself, but when the context of a

particular key has been established, the N6 chord sounds

out of place at the end of the sequence and thus violates

harmonic expectation [7,9,11]. Such a violation of

harmonic expectation has been examined in a few recent

ERP studies.
1.2. ERP studies of musical expectation

An early study involving ERPs and musical expectancy

was conducted in order to compare musically-evoked neural

activity in musicians and nonmusicians [2]. In an attempt to

find an electrophysiological marker of musical expectancy,

melodies with congruous (expected) terminal notes were

contrasted against melodies with incongruous endings that

either obeyed or violated the theoretical norms of melodic

expectation. A late positive component (LPC) peaking at

around 600 ms over parietal sites was evoked by incon-

gruous endings, especially those that violated harmonic

rules. This effect was significant in both musicians and

nonmusicians, but was more pronounced in musicians.

Based on these results, the LPC was thought to reflect a

decision process based on implicit musical knowledge [2].

Results from the above study, while being the first ERP

data to address musical expectation, investigated the neural

response to deviants that violated both melodic and

harmonic expectation. From a somewhat different stand-

point, ERPs were used in the study of musical expectancy

with respect to the violation of harmonic contexts [7].

Participants in this study listened to chord progressions and

decided whether they resolved correctly. Results from this

study provided evidence for an earlier, centrally distributed

P3a component (peaking at approximately 350 ms) that was

separate from the later, parietal, and much larger P3b (450

ms) component within the P300 complex. It was proposed

that the P3a component was elicited in response to

unexpected musical-syntactic events, whereas the P3b

component was produced by a shift in voluntary attention

in response to a target. In a study testing the language-like

specificity of the syntax-related P600 component, a positive

component peaking at 600 ms was elicited in response to an

out-of-key chord within a harmonic phrase; in addition, a

positive component peaking at approximately 300 ms was

again elicited, the amplitude of which correlated with the

degree of harmonic violation in musical melodies [23].

This positive component at 300 ms was also reported by

Koelsch et al., who presented subjects with sequences of

various chord progressions [9]. While most of the pro-

gressions followed the (I–I6–IV–V–I) syntax, some of the

progressions contained the Neapolitan sixth (N6) chord:

25% of the trials included the N6 in the syntactically proper

third position (replacing the IV from the prototypical

progression), whereas another 25% of the trials included

the N6 in a harmonically improper and unexpected fifth

position, replacing the final tonic chord. Relative to the IV

and I chords, the Neapolitans in both third and fifth

positions elicited a response termed the Early Right Anterior

Negativity (ERAN) at around 150–250 ms, the aforemen-

tioned P3a component peaking at 350 ms, and a late frontal

negative wave (N5) component with an onset at around 380

ms and a peak at 550 ms. The ERAN was thought to reflect

neural activity in response to the initial detection of the

violation of harmonic expectancy, and was unaffected by
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task relevance of the unexpected chords. In contrast, the

subsequent N5, occurring later at a cognitive rather than

sensory level, was proposed to reflect processes of harmonic

integration [9,11]. The ERAN, P3a, and N5 were all elicited

by N6 chords, but all these waveforms were smaller in

amplitude when the N6 chord was in the third rather than the

fifth position, a result suggesting that the N6 chord was less

unexpected when in third position, in accordance with its

predominant harmonic function.

An important aspect to processing activations such as the

ERAN and N5 is their degree of automaticity. To investigate

whether the ERAN and the N5 could be elicited preatten-

tively, another study manipulated the allocation of atten-

tional resources during harmonic syntax processing [11].

The experiment involved attended and unattended condi-

tions. In the unattended block, subjects read a self-selected

book under the instruction to ignore all acoustic stimuli. In

the attended block, subjects were asked to detect and

respond with a button press to N6 chords in the third and

fifth positions. An early right anterior negativity (ERAN)

during 150–210 ms and an N5 (380–600 ms) was found in

response to N6 chords in both the third and fifth positions. In

comparing attended and unattended blocks, the authors

report that ‘‘The amplitude of the ERAN does not

significantly differ between both blocks, suggesting that

the processes underlying the generation of the ERAN are

fairly independent of attention.’’ ([11], p. 45) The N5 in the

attended condition was not observed, but it appears that it

may have been masked by the large target-related P3b wave

in response to the target N6 chord. [11].

1.3. Other ERP studies on attention

Previously, neural processes underlying other sensory and

cognitive features of auditory stimuli were shown to be

modulated by attention. One waveform that seems to be

particularly comparable to the ERAN is the Mismatch

Negativity (MMN), a negative component elicited by a

deviant auditory stimulus (deviant in a basic auditory sensory

feature such as pitch or intensity) in an ongoing stimulus train

[9,20,25]. Prior studies have shown that the MMN, like the

ERAN, is automatically elicited [10], but relatively larger in

amplitude in attended channels [28,30,32]. In addition, the

unattended MMN was also shown to be larger in musicians

than nonmusicians [10]. As the MMN has an onset time

approximately similar to that of the ERAN, and is sensitive to

attentional modulation, it would seem likely that the ERAN

could also be modulated by attention factors.

Other more cognitive waveform components that are

comparable to the N5 are also modulated by attention. One

such component is the N400, which is typically elicited by

semantic incongruity for words [15]. The N400 was also

found to be strongly modulated in amplitude when in an

attended vs. an unattended channel [16]. As the N400 and

the N5 are evoked by semantic violations in language and

music respectively [9,15], and are elicited at similar
latencies, these two waveforms could reflect comparable

mental processes, and thus might also be similarly

modulated by selective attention.

In the above paradigm, the unattended condition

involved subjects reading self-selected material, and

unlike most ERP studies, in which trials with eye

movements are rejected as containing artifacts (e.g.,

[1,5,20,29]), only EEG trials that actually contained

horizontal eye movements were included in the data

analysis, as an indicator that the subjects were actually

reading during EEG recording. To account for the

increased variance caused by eye movements, more trials

were included in the unattended than in the attended

condition. While reading had been previously reported as

an ignore-auditory task (e.g., [20,25]), there had been few

reports of specifically including only trials containing eye

movements in EEG data analysis. As eye movements

were the only indicator of reading in the original study, it

may not be the case that subjects were truly devoting

maximal attentional resources to the reading task; subjects

could have been scanning the material without truly

paying attention. Moreover, although horizontal eye

movements during reading are unavoidable, they add

non-neural physiological noise into the EEG and ERPs. In

order to ensure attentiveness to reading during the

unattended condition, the present study employed con-

trolled reading passages and post-run tests of compre-

hension. Additionally, in order to minimize ocular

artifacts from the horizontal eye movements during

reading, the eye movements were kept at a minimum

by setting the reading material at a substantial distance

from the eyes.

During the attended block, subjects in the Koelsch et al.

study were instructed to listen for and respond to the N6

chords; this implies that instead of comparing an attended

condition to an unattended one, the study was in fact

comparing an attended and task-relevant-target condition to

an unattended condition. To test for the effects of attention

on the processing of harmonic deviants, separately from the

effects of those deviants being targets or not, the present

study required subjects to listen carefully to the music, but

to detect and respond to a feature unrelated to harmony.

From the data presented by the previous study it was

evident that the task relevance of the N6 chord led to a very

large target-related P3b wave, which seems likely to have

masked or otherwise distorted the N5 in the attended (and

task-relevant) condition, and possibly also affected the

ERAN. By devising another task that ensures continuous

attention to the auditory stimuli, but avoids any task

relevance of the N6 chord, the masking effect of the P3b

could be avoided.

1.4. Purpose of the present study

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the

effects of attention on brain activity associated with
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violation of harmonic expectancy, using a manipulation of

attention in which sequences with the deviant N6 chords

were either attended or ignored, but their deviancy was

neither target-defining nor task-relevant. Thus, in the

attended condition here, subjects were instructed to detect

an occasional decrease in sound intensity of any of the

sounds. This use of an orthogonal task was similar to an

approach used in some prior studies of music processing

[e.g., 9]. In the unattended condition, subjects studied

reading comprehension passages in preparation for answer-

ing questions concerning these passages. Moreover, their

answers to these questions were statistically analyzed,

thereby providing behavioral data confirming that the

subjects were attending away from the chord progressions

during this condition.
Fig. 1. Examples of stimuli. (a) Standard; (b) Deviant fifth.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Eighteen nonmusicians (10 females, 8 males, mean age

23.3 years, age range 18–49, standard deviation 6.9)

participated in this study. No participant had received more

than 2 years of education in any instrument or voice outside

of normal school education. All subjects were right handed

and reported having normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-

normal vision, and no history of neurological or psychiatric

disorder. All subjects were volunteers recruited by email

from the Duke University community; each subject gave

written informed consent prior to the experiment, and was

paid $10 per hour for their participation. Subjects were

excluded from the analysis if more than a third of their trials

contained physiological artifacts (such as eye blinks, erratic

eye movements, and excessive muscle activity), or if more

than half of their answers to the reading-comprehension

questions were incorrect. According to these criteria, 5 of

the 18 subjects were excluded, leaving 13 in the final

analysis.

2.2. Apparatus and stimuli

Subjects were presented with sequences of auditory

stimuli. All stimuli were generated electronically on a PC

using CoolEdit Pro2.0. The auditory stimuli were series of

five-chord progressions, with four chords of 600 ms each

followed by a fifth chord of 1200 ms. In order to minimize

distortions in overlapping ERPs resulting from short inter-

stimulus intervals, especially in the alpha frequency range

(see [27]), the inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) between each

five-chord sequence were randomly varied between 0 and

200 ms. These stimuli were presented using a Dell PC with

the subject seated 58 cm from a screen at eye level, and 78

cm away from the left and right speakers. The key of each

chord progression was randomly varied among eight keys;

each chord progression belonged to either the key of C, G,
D, or A major or minor. Of the total of 800 trials divided

into 8 runs, 61% (488 sequences) were of the standard

musical syntax of tonic–tonic in first inversion–subdomi-

nant–dominant–tonic (I–I6–IV–V–I). Among the remain-

ing 39% of chord sequences, two-thirds (208 sequences)

were of the improper (i.e. unexpected) musical syntax of

tonic– tonic in first inversion–subdominant–dominant–

Neapolitan sixth (I–I6–IV–V–N6). The remaining one-

third (104 chord sequences) were in standard musical

syntax, but in one of the five chords in each progression

there was a fadeout in sound intensity across the duration of

the chord (the intensity-decrement targets) (Fig. 1).

2.3. Procedure

The experiment consisted of 800 trials, divided into eight

runs of six min each, with alternating runs of attended and

unattended conditions. Half the subjects began the experi-

ment with the attended condition and the other half with the

unattended. In the attended condition, subjects were

instructed to listen carefully to the chord sequences in order

to detect the occasional target chords (those with the

intensity fade-outs) by pressing a button as quickly as

possible. Since it was anticipated that some subjects would

perform better than others, three sets of trials of varying

levels of target-discrimination difficulty were made, with the

fadeout chords being the most obvious in the easy task and

the least obvious in the difficult task. Individual pilot tests

were run before EEG was recorded to ensure that the task
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was sufficiently attention-demanding, but that the subject

could perform the task. During the unattended-condition

runs, subjects were given practice reading comprehension

passages from the Graduate Record Exam [3] to read, with

instructions to ignore all auditory events. To minimize the

range of eye movements during reading, these passages

were placed 58 cm away from subjects’ eye level. Between

experimental runs, subjects were asked questions on the

reading material, and their answers recorded, to ensure that

the subject was attending to the reading.

2.4. EEG recording

EEGs were recorded from 64-channel tin electrodes

mounted in a custom-designed elastic cap (Electro-Cap

International, Inc.) and referenced to the right mastoid

during recording. This custom-made cap covered the whole

head from above the eyebrows back to lower posterior scalp

over the inferior occipital lobule, with electrodes equally

spaced across the cap [31,33]. Because of this special

distribution of electrodes, only some electrode-positions

completely matched the International 10–20 system loca-

tions (e.g., Cz). Horizontal eye movements were measured

by electrodes at the outer canthi of the eyes, and vertical eye

movements and blinks were measured by electrodes placed

below the eyes. In addition, a video zoom lens camera was

used to monitor eye movements during recording. Electrode

impedances were kept below 2 kV for the mastoids and the

ground, below 10 kV for the eye channels, and below 5 kV

for all remaining electrodes. All channels were continuously

recorded with a bandpass filter of 0.01–100 Hz, and a gain

of 1000 (Synamps amplifiers from Neuroscan, Inc.). The

raw signal was digitized with a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

Recordings took place in an electrically shielded, sound-

attenuated chamber, and the experiment was conducted in

moderately dim light.

2.5. Data analysis

A single factor ANOVA was conducted on behavioral

responses to the intensity-decrement target chords in the

attended condition, with the average hit rate for each

subject as a factor relative to a chance level of 2.6% (13

targets over 500 chords in each run). ERPs were

averaged separately for tonic and Neapolitan chords at

the fifth position, over a time window of 400 ms

prestimulus to 1000 ms poststimulus, with a 200-ms

prestimulus baselining period. Artifact rejection was

applied offline by discarding EEG epochs that were

contaminated by eye movements, eye blinks, excessive

muscle-related potentials, drifts, or amplifier blocking.

Trials with horizontal eye movements were rejected as

artifacts in the attended condition but were included in

the unattended, as the task of reading during the

unattended condition necessitated some horizontal eye

movements. The raw EEG data were digitally low-pass
filtered with a non-causal, zero-phase running average

filter of 9 points, which strongly reduces frequencies at and

above approximately 57 Hz at the sampling frequency of 500

Hz. ERPs were grand-averaged across the 13 acceptable

subjects, and statistical analyses across subjects were

performed on mean amplitude measures across specific

latency windows, relative to the 200-ms prestimulus base-

line. Repeated-Measure Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) in

a within-subject design were conducted at individual

electrode channels over the most activated sites: left anterior

(Fp1m1, F3a, FC1, C1a), right anterior (Fp2m, F4a, FC2,

C2a), and midline anterior (Fzp, Cza). ANOVAs were

conducted with factors of chord type (standard tonic chords

versus Neapolitan sixth chords), attention condition

(attended versus unattended), and hemisphere (correspond-

ing left versus right electrode sites).
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

For the unattended condition, the reading comprehension

questions were multiple-choice with five choices; therefore,

chance level was 20%. All but one of the subjects performed

above 50% correct in answering the reading comprehension

questions. The high level of performance among these

subjects was especially significant as the national average of

performance on such reading comprehension passages is

below 50% [3]. To ensure that subjects were attending

closely to the reading (and ignoring the auditory stimuli),

only participants who responded correctly to more than half

of the multiple-choice reading comprehension questions

were included. Based on this criterion, the one subject

scoring below 50% was dropped from the final data

analysis.

Each of the four runs in the auditory attended condition

contained 13 auditory intensity-decrement target trials. The

average hit rate was 80.3% (10.4 out of 13 targets, SD =1.50).

A button press was recorded as a hit if it occurred within a

latency window of 1000 ms after the onset of the target

stimulus. Given this constraint, the average reaction time was

729 ms (SD = 51.7 ms) after the onset of the intensity fadeout

target chords. On average, subjects had a mean false alarm

rate of 0.75% of the non-target chords.



Fig. 2. Attended ERPs: deviant N6 endings versus standard tonic endings in the attended condition. Grand-averaged data from 13 subjects.
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3.2. ERP data

Relative to the expected tonic chords, the deviant N6

chords elicited an early anterior negativity that onset at

around 150 ms and was larger in the attended condition

(Figs. 2 and 3). This component was maximal between

150 and 300 ms after stimulus onset, with the peak at

¨180 ms (see difference waves in Fig. 4). This early
Fig. 3. Unattended ERPs: deviant N6 endings versus standard tonic ending
frontal negativity did not differ between conditions in

latency, but its amplitude was much larger in the

attended than in the unattended condition (see Figs. 2

and 3 and difference waves in Fig. 4). This was

statistically confirmed by a one-way analysis of var-

iance, which revealed highly significant main effects of

chord type (Neapolitan vs. tonic, F(1,12) = 31.1, P <

0.0001) and a significant interaction of chord type and
s in the unattended condition. Grand-averaged data from 13 subjects.



Fig. 4. Difference waves: deviant N6 chords minus standard tonic chords in the attended versus unattended conditions. Deviance-related negativities are

significantly larger and/or earlier when attended. The effect is frontal and bilaterally symmetrical.
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attention condition (F(1,12) = 6.72, P <0.03) in repeated

measurement ANOVAs on anterior channels between

150 and 250 ms. Although the amplitude and latency of

the frontal negativity appear to correspond to the ERAN

reported in prior studies [9,11], this study revealed no

significant effect of hemisphere (F(1,12)=0.51, P =

0.49), which differs from the right-anterior dominant

results in some previous studies. Thus, this component

will be referred to as the EAN (Early Anterior

Negativity) for the remainder of this article.
Fig. 5. Difference waves at prefrontal sites and eye electrodes. Note that the late

channels Fp1m, Fp2m, F3a, and F4a and do not invert at the left and right EOG cha

origin and not an eye artifact.
A later negative deflection was identified in the ERPs

evoked by the deviant Neapolitan in both the attended and

unattended conditions. This component was observed from

around 380 to 600 ms, with a peak at ¨550 ms, appearing to

correspond to the N5 component reported in previous

studies [9,11]. The greater negativity for Neapolitan sixth

chords in comparison to standard chords was confirmed by a

significant main effect of chord type (F(1,12) = 24.69, P <

0.01) in an ANOVA over the time window of 400–600 ms

poststimulus. This Late Negativity appeared to be larger and
frontal negativity effect (Late Negativity) is seen clearly at the prefrontal

nnels located below the eyes, indicating that the Late Negativity is neural in



Fig. 6. Frontal and parietal ERPs to target fadeout chords. A large parietal P3b wave is shown in the attended condition, and a mismatch negativity is in the

unattended condition. Note the larger scale of this figure compared to previous ERP figures. The P3b would have masked any Late Negativity effect if the

Neapolitan sixth endings had been task relevant.
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to onset earlier in the attended condition. The effect of

hemisphere was not significant, but showed a left-dominant

trend (F(1,12) = 4.12, P = 0.065), in contrast to bilateral and

right-dominant findings in some prior studies [9,11]. An

ANOVA over the time window of 380–450 ms revealed a

significant interaction between condition and chord type

(F(1,12) = 5.06, P < 0.05), with the waveform being larger

in the attended condition. The interaction at this early epoch

of the Late Negativity suggests that the onset of the Late

Negativity is earlier in the attended condition than in the

unattended condition. It is also important to note that the

later part of the waveform was observed over both frontal

and prefrontal channels, whereas the earliest part was largest

mainly over the most anterior prefrontal sites Fp1, Fp2, F3a,

and F4a. A comparison of this waveform to the eye

electrodes confirms that these results cannot be explained

by eye artifacts and is a robust effect detected maximally

over the anterior prefrontal cortex (Fig. 5).

For the purposes of comparison, ERPs elicited by task-

relevant fadeout targets are shown in Fig. 6, showing the

large positive P3b with onset around 450 ms. This target-

related component is largest parietally, in accordance to

previous studies (see [6] for a review). The P3b to the

fadeout chords is only elicited in the attended condition,

when these stimuli were relevant targets; when unattended,

only a frontal negativity is evoked by the fadeout chords.

This frontal negativity is presumably a form of mismatch

negativity, as the volume decrement compared to other

chords constitutes a stimulus mismatch [18,19,22,29]. The

onset of this MMN appears to be somewhat later here than

in the typical oddball paradigm, presumably due to the

relatively gradual temporal envelope of the intensity

fadeouts (¨100 ms). The amplitudes of these waveforms

(P3b and MMN) in response to the fadeouts are larger than

the EAN and Late Negativity in both the attended and

unattended conditions. This indicates that if the harmonic

deviant chords had been the task-relevant targets in this

experiment, the EAN and the Late Negativity would have

been masked or otherwise heavily distorted by the P3b and

other activity related to target processing that have no

specificity for music processing.
4. Discussion

From previous research, the prominent waveforms

identified as reflecting violation of musical expectancy

were the Early Right Anterior Negativity (ERAN), Late

Positive Complex (LPC), and N5 [2,7,9,11,21,23]. In the

present study, we observed an Early Anterior Negativity

(EAN), similar to the ERAN and a Late Negativity similar

to the N5.

The EAN was evoked in response to the unexpected

Neapolitan chord in the latency window between 150 and

300 ms (peaking at around 180 ms) over frontal sites; this

corresponds in latency and prefrontal distribution with

previous findings of an ERAN maximal at 150–250 ms

[9,11], although the previously observed right hemispheric

dominance was not observed in the present study. The EAN

component observed here was significantly larger in the

attended condition than the unattended condition; this

contrasts with previous reports of no interaction between

attention and the ERAN [11]. As Figs. 2 and 3 show, the

effect of attention was especially pronounced in the EAN at

150–300 ms in the present study. Several possible

explanations can account for these divergent results. First,

the difference between the attended and unattended con-

dition may be bigger in our experiment as a result of a more

demanding cognitive task in the unattended condition, as the

reading comprehension task we used here may have more

fully directed cognitive resources away from the auditory

stimuli. Second, our subjects’ task of detecting a dropoff in

loudness during the attended condition ensured that subjects

would need to pay attention not only to the beginning of

each chord, but uniformly to the entire duration of all

auditory stimuli, thus enhancing any attentional effects

evoked by the auditory stream.

More importantly, the attentional effect in the Koelsch et

al. (2002) study was probably influenced by the elicitation

of a large P3b wave in the attended condition for the

harmonically deviant targets. The P3b wave is generally

associated with task relevance and target detection, and is

not specific for the violation of musical expectation. By

eliminating the task relevance of the N6 chord, the present
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study specifically tested for the attentional modulation of

music syntactically related components, instead of target-

related ones.

A large P3b indicating task relevance was elicited in

the present study in response to the target fadeout chords

as shown in Fig. 6. This component is large, parietally

centered, and maximal around 600 ms poststimulus onset.

The delayed onset of this component was probably due to

the physical feature of the task-relevant targets: the

chords did not drop off in intensity until later in the

chord duration, and the target was no different from

standard chords at its moment of onset. Our behavioral

data, with an average hit rate of ¨80% and false alarm

rate of 0.75%, suggests that while the task in the attended

condition was not overly demanding, it did require

considerable recruitment of attentional resources on the

part of the subjects.

In the present study, the Late Negativity was defined as

the significant effect of chord type in the 380–600 ms time

window. This effect corresponds in latency to the N5, which

has been proposed as the musically specific index of an

attempt to integrate an unexpected chord into its harmonic

context [9,11]. The amplitude of the Late Negativity in the

present study was larger in the attended condition, with the

interaction of chord type and attention condition being

statistically significant at 380–450 ms. This interaction

pattern suggests the possibility that the onset of the Late

Negativity was earlier in the attended condition. However,

another possibility to consider is that the early and later

portions of the Late Negativity may be comprised of

somewhat different sets of neural generators, with the earlier

ones being more sensitive to attentional resource allocation.

Lastly, considering the prefrontal distribution of these

effects, it is important to note that the data pattern indicates

that it is very unlikely that this component was derived from

any eye movements or other ocular artifacts (see Fig. 5).

Previous studies have associated the Early Right Anterior

Negativity with the violation of harmonic expectancy, and

the slower and later negativity to a cognitive attempt at

harmonic integration [9,11]. This was taken as a musical

analog to the Early Left Anterior Negativity (ELAN), an

index of syntactic deviance in language comprehension [5].

Although an anterior negative component was identified at a

similar latency in the present study, the EAN was strongly

bilateral and the Late Negativity was slightly left-dominant

in our data, in contrast to the right-anterior topography

reported by several studies on musical syntactic expectation.

The observation of a bilateral EAN is comparable to results

from a prior study investigating harmonic processing in

children, which showed a gender-dependent effect in which

the EAN was left-dominant in boys and bilateral in girls [12].

Although we cannot draw conclusions regarding hemi-

spheric localization from this study, the present data calls

to question the clear-cut model of language processing in the

left hemisphere versus music processing in the right hemi-

sphere. Future studies can be conducted to further explore
the role of nonlinguistic syntax processing in the left

hemisphere.

Lastly, it is important to note that, although the deviance-

related responses in the present study (i.e., the EAN and the

Late Negativity) were larger and/or earlier in the attended

than in the unattended condition, some of this activity was

significantly present in the unattended condition as well.

This pattern of effects would thus be similar to that

previously reported for the mismatch negativity (MMN)

for auditory sensory mismatches, which has been shown to

be larger within an attended channel, but still present in an

unattended one [30,32]. Thus, this deviance-related activity

would fit into the category of being automatically elicited

(i.e., attention not being required for its elicitation), but

capable of being modulated by attention [4,29].

In summary, the results of the present study provide

evidence that the nonmusician brain can detect deviations in

harmonic context even when the stimuli are not attended,

but that attention can strongly enhance the neural activity

related to the processing and detection of these deviations.

Effects of attention on both early and late ERP components

suggest that both the earlier sensory and later cognitive

processing of music can be modulated by the top-down

allocation of resources. These findings provide evidence that

endogenous resource allocation influences neural processing

of complex stimuli such as musical harmonic syntax.
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